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Lessons From the High Road
New Edition of Employment Law Text Guides Nonprofits to Sound and Defensible Policies
by Jennifer Chandler Hauge and
Melanie L. Herman
The article below is excerpted from the
Introduction to Taking the High Road: A
Guide to Effective and Legal Employment
Practices for Nonprofits—2nd Edition, just
released by the Nonprofit Risk
Management Center. Purchasers of the
book enjoy access to a free online
edition. For more information, visit
www.nonprofitrisk.org and click on the
tab marked “Books.”
mployees are our most valuable
asset,” is an organizational
cliché. It’s also a true statement.
An equally true statement is that
employees can be a nonprofit’s liability,
both by their specific actions and by
not sharing the vision of the
organization’s leadership. Managing an
organization well requires being
mindful of both sides of this
conundrum: assets and liabilities. The
nonprofit sector can claim no exception
to this advice. In fact, when the higher
moral purpose that typically distinguishes
the nonprofit sector is taken into
account, it’s even more important for
managers of nonprofit organizations to
be attentive to taking the high road.
There are both practical and ethical
imperatives for this advice. Minimizing
risk comprehends both dimensions.
Often overlooked, however, is the
desirability of having a workforce that
believes in the moral correctness and
benevolence of the organization and its
leadership. Arguably, the employees in
such a workforce will be more motivated
and productive. Probably more
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important is the organizational
commitment that ensues from
such an environment. Every
organization will eventually face
difficult times. And every
manager will eventually have to
make difficult and sometimes
controversial decisions.
What better way to ensure
that the organization maintains
as much equilibrium as possible
during these difficulties than to
have a workforce that truly
believes in the values and moral
correctness of the organization.
Treating employees well affirms
the values and provides an
important subliminal message
about how employees should treat
others (clients, co-workers, and the
continued on page 2

Register Today! Calendar of 2007 Risk
Management Educational Events Announced
The Nonprofit Risk Management Center has unveiled its calendar of 2007
workshops and conferences for nonprofit staff and volunteer leaders. Events
will be held from coast to coast, offering both short courses on critical topics,
as well as multi-day indepth programming. To view the entire calendar of
events, visit www.nonprofitrisk.org and click on the tab marked
“TRAINING.”
Highlights include a one-day conference,
May 22 in San Francisco; a two-day risk
management and finance conference in
Kennebunkport, ME, June 14-15; and the
Center’s annual risk management summit,
October 24-26 in Winston-Salem, NC.
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organization itself). Taking the high
road better ensures the long-term health
of the organization to cope with the ills
that it will almost certainly encounter at
some point.

Defining “The High Road”
Dignity. Respect. Compassion.
Fairness. Accountability. Consideration.
These familiar words describe important
values in any workplace. And they
represent essential values in a nonprofit
work environment. These values
represent a basic formula for reducing
the risk of employment-related mishaps,
disputes, claims and lawsuits. These and
other undesirable events disrupt the
flow of mission-related work and
threaten a nonprofit’s ability to focus
all or most of its resources on meeting
client or community needs.
Throughout Taking the High Road, we
refer to a wide range of recommended
practices in the employment arena. In
each case the advice goes beyond what a
nonprofit employer is legally required to
do. Our goal is to help nonprofit leaders
adopt policies and practices that put
their organizations on a high road with
regard to their relationship with paid
employees.
Unfortunately, in an attempt to
run their organizations “like a
business,” some nonprofit leaders
have overlooked the importance
of legally prudent employment
practices or have adopted
confining employment
practices inconsistent with
the organization’s
charitable mission. This
book serves as a global
positioning system (GPS) to
help get your organization’s
policies and practices back on
track. Back on a decidedly
nonprofit—yet, a legally compliant
and feasible—track. Your
nonprofit’s employment practices
should reflect the values and caring
your organization demonstrates to its

clients, while offering sound, reliable
policies on which your employees can
rely.
As a guide to legal and effective
employment practices, Taking the High
Road provides a roadmap for avoiding
claims alleging illegal or wrongful
conduct, and avoiding liability in the
face of a claim. Taken as a whole, we
believe that the book provides practical
and feasible advice for strengthening
your employment practices. We hope
that adherence to the guidance in the
book will enable your nonprofit to
operate with confidence regarding its
employment practices. Operating within
the bounds of federal, state and local
labor laws is only a starting point.

Ten Rules of Effective Employment
Practices
Several themes repeat throughout
Taking the High Road. We summarize
them here with explanations. These
rules provide an essential foundation for
an organization committed to
compassionate and legal employment
practices.

1. Always put key employment
policies in writing.
Written policies are your first line of
defense when a current or former
employee questions the legality or
appropriateness of a policy or its
application. Written policies also
serve as an invaluable reference point
when questions about your practices
are raised: “When do I start accruing
vacation leave? Is it permissible to
make personal long-distance
phone calls and use the
organization’s postage
machine?”
Most legal advisors to
nonprofits urge the adoption of
written employment policies. On
occasion an attorney will state
that written policies are a
dangerous trap, and it’s better
not to commit policies to
writing. While there are
continued on page 4
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Five Things That Should Never Appear in an Employee Handbook
By Melanie L. Herman
An employee handbook is a valuable risk management tool when it lays down the organization’s
expectations and spells out the consequences if employees don’t live up to the expectations. There
are numerous resources available to help guide you with regard to essential handbook components.
This article focuses on five common mistakes found in employee handbooks and how to remedy
them. Why not double-check your handbook to make certain that you haven’t committed one of
these errors?
1.

Permanent—The word permanent appears in employee handbooks to distinguish employees
who have completed a work review or probationary period. The idea behind the use of the term
is that once employees complete probation, they are “permanent.” However, permanent
should never appear in an employee handbook, or be used to describe employees. Using the
term weakens the important doctrine of “at-will employment”—the idea that the employment
relationship may be terminated at any time and for any legal reason. Choose a more appropriate term
such as “regular” to describe staff members who have completed your work-review period.

2.

“We Do Not Pay Overtime”—In recent years I have seen this phrase appear in handbooks. The good
intention behind its use is that the nonprofit wants to warn employees that overtime work isn’t permitted because overtime
pay (time and a half or premium pay) is beyond the nonprofit’s means. This phrase suggests, however, a nonprofit’s intent
to violate the wage and hour laws. If a non-exempt employee works overtime, he or she must be paid premium pay,
regardless of the nonprofit’s budgetary situation. Along with that pay the employee may be disciplined for violating the
organization’s rules about working overtime. That discipline could be mild to severe, ranging from a verbal warning to
suspension or termination for repeated violations.

3.

The Name of (or reference to) Another Organization—You might be surprised to learn that the practice of copying another
organization’s employee handbook and substituting the new organization’s name for the old is quite common. Starting with
someone else’s handbook isn’t an awful idea, as long as you’re committed to undertaking a thorough review of every line
and word to adjust them to meet the needs of your nonprofit. Never rely simply on the “search and replace” feature of your
word processing program or your speed-reading skills. Remember that policies that are suitable to another nonprofit may be
entirely unsuitable in your organization. A recent client presented a handbook that contained a generous family leave
provision. The provision assured compliance with the Family and Medical Leave Act that applies to employers with 50+
employees. But it wasn’t suitable for a nonprofit with a staff of three.

4.

“And after the third violation…”—Does your employee handbook contain overly prescriptive disciplinary measures? During
a recent consulting assignment, I discovered that our client’s employee handbook contained nearly three pages of text
pertaining to employee tardiness and absenteeism. When we queried the executive director about his ability to follow the
detailed policy, he admitted that he had no idea what the policy said nor was it his practice to follow the policy. The best
handbooks afford management maximum discretion in determining the discipline that should apply in a given instance.
Statements such as “violation of this policy could result in discipline, up to and including termination” indicate that
management will determine the appropriate discipline in a given instance. Of course, it is essential that managers
understand the importance of being even handed when disciplining employees.

5.

“Confidentiality is assured”—Whether you are outlining your policy prohibiting sexual harassment or indicating your
employee protection (whistle-blowing) policy, the topic of confidentiality often arises in an employee handbook. While it
deserves mention, it’s never appropriate to provide outright assurances of confidentiality when the nature of the matter may
require that persons within the organization be informed of the allegations or status of an investigation. Instead of
promising confidentiality, consider stating that “All complaints will be investigated promptly and as confidentially as
possible.”

Melanie Herman is executive director of the Nonprofit Risk Management Center and co-author of Taking the High Road: A Guide
to Effective and Legal Employment Practices for Nonprofits. To learn more about the Center, visit www.nonprofitrisk.org or contact
the author at (202) 785-3891.
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Lessons from the High Road
continued from page 2
downsides (namely the risk that your
written policy will be used against you),
the benefits outweigh the risks by a
mile. The upsides include:
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 Written policies provide a starting point
for consistency. They represent an
effective way to communicate a
common message to all employees.
Each person receives the same
information about the nonprofit’s
position on various topics. Written
policies help you avoid the risk that
individual supervisors will apply a
personal interpretation to your
policies, resulting in the inequitable
treatment of employees. Written
policies are comforting to employees
and provide a sense of the
nonprofit’s commitment to fairness.
 Written policies provide admissible
evidence of the organization’s
policies. Should your nonprofit ever
need to defend its employment
practices in court or at an
administrative hearing, you’ll want
to refer to your written policies as
evidence of your legal conduct.
Don’t risk the chance of liability for
unlawful employment practices
simply because you were unable to
prove that a lawful policy existed
and was followed.
 Written policies establish the businessrelated reason for an employment
action, reducing the possibility that
the employer’s conduct will be
challenged as subjective and
discriminatory.
Caution: Establishing, but not following,
your written policies is a recipe for disaster.
Equally troublesome is permitting
supervisors to put their own spin on policies
when they deal with employees.

2. Communicate and disseminate
without delay.
Written employment policies that
are a nonprofit’s best kept secret are of
little use. New employees should be
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schooled in the nonprofit’s policies as
soon as practicably possible. Some
employers send the employee handbook
along with the offer letter; others
distribute the handbook at the
employee orientation session held on
the first day of employment. From a
bound manual to a file on the
nonprofit’s intranet, the method of
dissemination should fit the culture of
your organization. Getting this vital
information into the hands of
employees is of great
importance.
Repeatedly
telling the
story, year
in and year
out, will
help
ensure
that
the
policies are truly learned and followed.
These methods provide valuable
opportunities for ongoing dialogue
about “what we believe.”

3. Size matters; form may not.
A multivolume treatise on
employment rules is of minimal use and
may create unintentional risks for the
nonprofit. A manual that attempts to
answer every conceivable question that
could arise during an employee’s tenure
is likely to be ignored. A handbook
that’s written in legalese will confuse
most, if not all employees, leaving them
wondering about the organization’s
policies and effectively unable to
comply. The handbook or policy
manual must be a reasonable length to
ensure its effectiveness and strict
adherence. It must be written in plain
language that will be understood by all.
Two questions that you should ask
about every section in the handbook
are:
 Does every employee need to know
this information?
 Will every employee be able to
understand this policy?
continued on page 6
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Order Today!
Employment Practices Book and Online Companion
Taking the High Road: A Guide to Effective and Legal Employment Practices for Nonprofits, 2nd Edition
By Jennifer Chandler Hauge and Melanie L. Herman
Softcover, 215 pages, 8.5x11inch format
$45.00 plus shipping and handling
In an attempt to run their organizations as a business, some nonprofit leaders have taken the low road, either
ignoring the importance of legally prudent employment practices or adopting practices inconsistent with the
organization’s charitable mission.
Throughout Taking the High Road, the authors refer to a wide range of recommended practices in the
employment arena. In each case, the advice goes beyond what a nonprofit employer is legally required to do.
Their goal is to help nonprofit leaders adopt policies and practices that put their organizations on the high road.

Reference Book
Taking the High Road, organized as a reference book, serves as a global positioning system for reducing the risk
of employment-related mishaps, disputes, claims and lawsuits that disrupt the flow of mission-related work and
threaten a nonprofit’s ability to focus all or most of its resources on meeting client or community needs.

Priceless State-by-State Law Summaries
Chapters address 11 areas of concern for nonprofit policies and procedures, summarizing and referencing
federal and state laws that apply to one’s decision making. Synopses of state-by-state laws pertaining to each
chapter’s topic make this book exceptional.

Unique Online Live Links and Search Function
What makes this book unique is the print version of Taking the High Road is sold with a
companion online counterpart that provides live links to any item in the text identified by a
computer mouse icon. Therefore, it’s simple to access the original state or federal law and
more information on the topic with the click of a button.

Authors
The advice in this book is drawn from each author’s experience advising nonprofits of
varying sizes and mission about the many aspects of human resources management and helping them fine-tune
their employment policies. They have each delivered hundreds of workshops and presentations on risk
management and employment topics to audiences of nonprofit leaders.
To secure your copy of Taking the High Road, order online www.nonprofitrisk.org and click on the Book Tab to
find the title or call (202) 785-3891.
The code to access the online version with live links to material cited in the book will be e-mailed upon purchase.
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Lessons From the High Road
continued from page 4

“With employmentrelated claims
representing an
estimated 85 percent or
more of all claims filed
under directors’ and
officers’ liability
policies, employment
missteps place both an
organization and its
individual directors at
risk. State and federal
volunteer protection/
immunity laws provide
no safe harbor, because
they specifically
exclude intentional
wrongs and claims
alleging violations of
civil rights law—
exactly the type of
claims alleged by
employees or former
employees against their
employer.”
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Employment gurus don’t always agree
whether or not an organization’s
employment-related policies should be
consolidated in a single handbook or
policy manual. Some argue that a policy
manual or compilation should be
limited to critical policy information,
and that other information about the
workplace, such as etiquette, benefits
information, vacation accrual, and
issues subject to change and frequent
updating should be maintained in a
separate document or simply circulated
periodically to staff in written memos.
The authors don’t find this distinction
particularly compelling. More important
in our view is that an employee
handbook or personnel policy manual:
 be circulated to all staff,

4. Involve the board.
An additional tenet of safe and
effective employment practices is
appropriate board involvement. Some
nonprofit boards report very little
involvement, preferring instead to
delegate to a Personnel Committee
responsibility for reviewing and
adopting employment policies. Adopted
policies are then implemented by paid
staff. This framework may be most
appropriate and effective in a relatively
mature nonprofit, with a governing/
policy-making board that regularly
delegates key areas of policy
development to committees and
implementation to staff. To make this
approach work, it may be necessary for
the committee to include subject matter
experts, such as employment counsel or
human resources professionals as
committee members.

 include important policy issues,
 contain only commitments the
nonprofit is willing and able to
keep, and
 be reviewed annually by counsel to
ensure that outdated information is
removed and current policies,
procedures, and new statutory
requirements are incorporated.
Of almost equal importance to
putting employment policies in writing
is the need to obtain a written
confirmation from each employee that
he/she has read, understands, and
agrees to abide by the rules of the
workplace as presented in the policy
manual or handbook. When new
policies are developed, the handbook
should be revised and redistributed, or a
separate document describing a new
policy should be circulated. In either
case, each employee should sign an
Acknowledgment Statement that she/he
received the revised (or new) policy, and
the signed Acknowledgment Statement
should be kept in the employee’s
personnel file.

Another approach is to encourage
more active involvement and awareness
by the full board due to the significant
risks posed by the employment of paid
staff. With employment-related claims
representing an estimated 85 percent or
more of all claims filed under directors’
and officers’ liability policies,
employment missteps place both an
organization and its individual directors
at risk. State and federal volunteer
protection/immunity laws provide no
safe harbor, because they specifically
exclude intentional wrongs and claims
alleging violations of civil rights law—
exactly the type of claims alleged by
employees or former employees against
their employers. Therefore, keeping the
entire board apprised of the nonprofit’s
continued on next page
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Lessons From the High Road
continued from page 6
employment policies may be
appropriate.
Under this latter approach the
board may review and ratify
employment policies developed by the
CEO/executive director in consultation
with an employment attorney and
human resources director. The board
may further inquire about the
organization’s policies and procedures
during its regular meetings, and suggest
the development of a training program
and complaint procedure to ensure the
timely correction of prohibited
activities, such as harassment. This
framework grants permission to the
board to ask the CEO about specific
employment policies and practices or
even to review potentially volatile
employee matters. In a start-up or a
nonprofit where the board attends to
program and service delivery, as well as
policy-setting and governance, members
of the board may be tapped to research
employment practices of similar
nonprofits and draft policies for board
consideration.
With the exception of their role as
direct supervisor of the executive
director (or other chief staff member)
it’s never appropriate for a nonprofit
board, or certain members of the board,
to step out of an advisory role and into
the driver’s seat.

5. Strive for fairness.
The fair application of employment
policies is vital to reducing employmentrelated risks. While true for employers in
the business and government sectors, it’s
especially true in the nonprofit sector,
where many employees have high
expectations about their employer’s
compassion, sensitivity and fairness.
The expectation that they will be treated
fairly may be one of the tradeoffs an
applicant accepts when foregoing more
lucrative opportunities in the private
sector. It’s neither costly nor
unnecessarily time-consuming to strive
for and achieve fairness.
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Employers who dishonor the
commitment to fairness discredit the
nonprofit sector and foster cynicism.
Defining fairness isn’t an easy task. It
means affording employees
respect, courtesy, equal
treatment and opportunities, a
forum to seek redress of
grievances, and, except when a
serious violation of workplace
rules or ethics has occurred,
notice of poor performance and
an opportunity to improve
prior to discharge. Striving for
fairness is the essence of a
sound risk management
program, as employers with the
policies previously referenced
are less likely to be dragged into
court or held liable for
unlawful or negligent
employment practices.

6. Be wary of contract-like
promises.
Whether or not employee
handbooks seriously impair the revered
at-will employment relationship
governing most workplaces by creating a
contractual obligation between
employee and employer is at the heart
of the debate over whether or not
policies should be in a handbook
format. This topic is explored in detailed
in the section on employment at will.
The viewpoint of Taking the High
Road is that written employment policies
are essential. However, simply reiterating
and using large print to remind
employees about their at-will status in
no way diminishes the obligations an
employer may create through oral and
written promises to employees.
Contractual or contract-like
obligations may be created when an
employer makes a promise to its
employees. Every nonprofit employer
should recognize this and exercise
caution in adopting policies or making
promises the organization may not be
able to live with. Minor alterations in
many employment policies can remove
or minimize the contract trap. For
continued on page 8
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Lessons From the High Road
continued from page 7

“The employment
practices reviewed in
Taking the High Road
shouldn’t be viewed as
distracting management
from an organization’s
core mission. While it’s
true that any policy takes
time to develop and
implement, the real time
waster for a communityserving nonprofit is
defending a lawsuit. By
focusing on the preventive
medicine of sound,
defensible employment
practices, the nonprofit
will be reducing the risk of
employment litigation and
its accompanying expense,
heartache, worry, and
distraction.”

example, an appropriate progressive
discipline policy should give
management the discretion to place a
poor performer on a time-based
probation, but not require that
management do so.

7. Strive for consistency.
Enough emphasis can’t be placed
on the importance of achieving
consistency in employment practices.
This is closely related to (and is the
technical implementation of) the value
of fairness. Just as sound risk
management requires that every activity
be viewed through a lens of safety, safe
employment practices require that the
application of a policy in a particular
instance be subject to a consistenttreatment test. This test can be achieved
by asking, “How
have other
employees in
this situation
been treated? If
the employee in
question were a
man instead of a
woman, would I
be reducing this
position to parttime status?” or
“If this
employee were a
finance director instead of a mailroom
clerk, would I be firing him for sleeping
on the job?”
The perception of disparate
treatment leads to countless claims and
lawsuits against employers, including
nonprofits. The consistent-treatment
test may help a nonprofit manager who
is caught up in the emotionally charged
atmosphere of a termination avoid
missteps and resulting litigation.

8. Stay mission-focused and strive for
efficiency.
The employment practices reviewed
in Taking the High Road shouldn’t be
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viewed as distracting management from
an organization’s core mission. While
it’s true that any policy takes time to
develop and implement, the real time
waster for a community-serving
nonprofit is defending a lawsuit. By
focusing on the preventive medicine of
sound, defensible employment practices,
the nonprofit will be reducing the risk
of employment litigation and its
accompanying expense, heartache,
worry and distraction.

9. Honesty is always the best policy.
Always be honest and tell the truth
in dealing with prospective and current
employees. Never exaggerate a position’s
duties or responsibilities to attract a
desirable candidate, or give someone a
false reason for an adverse employment
action (such as telling the person that
he or she is being laid off due to
budgetary constraints when it’s actually
for
incompetence).
Commit to
providing
honest
appraisals of
performance,
and empower
supervisors in
your
organization to
conduct
appraisals in a
timely manner.
Dishonesty or delay heightens the
risk of litigation. An employee who isn’t
told why he or she is being fired is likely
to assume the firing was illegal. Don’t
let employees second-guess the
nonprofit’s motives. Honesty, however
difficult to hear or deliver, is the best
policy.

10. Resist the urge to hurry; allow time to
get a second opinion.
Just as increasing speed to 20 mph
above the speed limit isn’t guaranteed
to get you to your destination quicker
(an accident would add hours to the
continued on next page
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Lessons From the High Road
continued from page 8
trip or perhaps derail your plans
altogether), sound employment
practices require patience and respect for
timing. Chapter 7 of Taking the High
Road explains why
providing a poor
performer with time
to address his
deficiencies
minimizes the
likelihood of a
lawsuit, and why it’s
never a good idea to terminate an
employee on the spot. Similarly, it
makes no sense to hurry the
development of an employee handbook
that will invite legal challenge. Allow
policy development the time, care, and
feeding it deserves. Resolve to administer
employment practices with deliberation
and to follow the sound risk
management practices described
throughout Taking the High Road.
Also remember to never go it alone.
Creating and administering defensible,
compliant and appropriate employment
policies requires expert help. No
nonprofit of any size should establish
employment policies and procedures
without the assistance of an
employment lawyer licensed in the state
where the nonprofit does business. We
invite you to consider the policy
frameworks and sample forms included
in the book, but offer extreme caution
about the downsides of proceeding
without legal counsel. Your
organization’s mission and services are
too important to jeopardize by a
misstep in this risky area of operations.

Conclusion
The materials in Taking the High Road
should serve as a refresher, a starting
point for discussion with employment
counsel, or a reminder about issues to
discuss with other experts or
stakeholders. Nonprofit managers and
volunteers are widely regarded as
creative resource developers. It takes
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creativity and commitment to secure
donations of equipment, funds, and
services to support charitable activities.
Similarly, learn as much as possible
about effective and legal employment
policies, including the specific laws
that apply in the state where the
organization operates. You’ll reduce
the cost of a legal review and make the
organization an enviable client.
To a large extent, Taking the High
Road is about regaining your footing
as a manager. It’s about easing out of
the fast lane and reclaiming the higher
moral ground for you and your
organization. It’s about dealing with
your employees fairly and honestly.
Treating people right doesn’t mean
lowering your standards. On the
contrary, it’s making the standards
known and giving your employees the
opportunity to live up to them.
Every manager has to discipline or
even terminate an employee from time
to time. By following the guidelines in
the book, you can approach these
difficult tasks with more confidence
and the knowledge that you can back
up your words and actions. Your
organization will run better, too.
How often has it been said that
our reward is the journey and not the
destination.
Think of your
organization’s
mission as a
journey.
Shortcuts may
save a little
time, but at
what cost? We
all know that
sometimes the
seemingly
shortest path
may cost
precious time
and resources
in the long
run. The journey will be more
rewarding and the results produced by
your nonprofit more satisfying when
you and your fellow managers focus
on taking the high road. 
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Consulting Help
The Nonprofit Risk
Management Center has
assisted many organizations
by reviewing their policies
and procedures and
recommending ways to
strengthen them. The Center
also has staff that writes and
edits policies and procedures
based on the Center’s
assessment. Whether you
want to take advantage of
our assistance in part or as a
whole, you will find that the
Center’s fees and knowledge
are nonprofit based. Call
Melanie Herman at (202)
785-3891 or write to
Melanie@nonprofitrisk.org
with a brief outline of your
needs and request a time to
discuss the scope of work,
schedule and cost.
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Risk Management

MA RKET PLACE

Welcome to the Risk Management Marketplace, a regular feature in Community Risk Management & Insurance.
Inclusion in the Marketplace does not constitute an endorsement by the Nonprofit Risk Management Center. To inquire
about space availability for future editions of the Risk Management Marketplace, contact Suzanne@nonprofitrisk.org.

INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR N ONPROFITS
Education is when you read the fine print; experience is what you get when you don’t.
— PETE SEGER — Singer, Composer and Social Commentator
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Risk Management

(703) 777-2341
www.ahtins.com/nonprofits
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Risk Management

Have Expertise. Will
Travel. Via Cyberspace
to You.
Brand New for 2006

“The More You Know”
Webinar Series
This series of free, one-hour webinars offers an
opportunity to learn more about the valuable resources
available from the Nonprofit Risk Management Center.
The series is made possible through generous
funding from the Public Entity Risk Institute. Visit
www.nonprofitrisk.org for details, including
registration information.
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Products / Publications Order Form

Price

No.

Total

NEW! Taking the High Road: A Guide to Effective & Legal Employment Practices for Nonprofits-2nd Edition
(includes free online companion containing active hyperlinks to source material!)
$45.00
NEW! No Surprises: Harmonizing Risk and Reward in Volunteer Management-4th Edition

$15.00

NEW! Pillars of Accountability: A Risk Management Guide for Nonprofit Boards-2nd edition $12.00
Staff Screening Tool Kit—3rd Edition

$30.00

The Season of Hope: A Risk Management Guide for Youth-Serving Nonprofits

$30.00

Managing Risk in Nonprofit Organizations: A Comprehensive Guide

$20.00

Managing Facility Risk: 10 Steps to Safety

$15.00

Playing to Win: A Risk Management Guide for Nonprofit Sports & Recreation Programs

$20.00

Ready in Defense: A Liability, Litigation and Legal Guide for Nonprofits

$20.00

A Golden Opportunity: Managing the Risks of Service to Seniors

$20.00

Coverage, Claims & Consequences: An Insurance Handbook for Nonprofits

$30.00

Vital Signs: Anticipating, Preventing and Surviving a Crisis in a Nonprofit

$20.00

Full Speed Ahead: Managing Technology Risk in the Nonprofit World

$25.00

No Strings Attached: Untangling the Risks of Fundraising & Collaboration

$15.00

Risk Management Essentials Series* (free shipping)

$129.00

NEW! Risk Management Classroom (or purchse at www.RiskManagementClassroom.org)

$179.00

NEW! My Risk Management Plan (or purchase www.MyRiskManagementPlan.org)

$139.00

TM

NonProfit CARES

-Version 2.0-(or purchase at www.nonprofitrisk.org)

Visit www.nonprofitrisk.org for a complete description of all
current titles, including tables of contents. Also available: e-books—
download our current titles and save shipping and handling costs.
*The Risk Management Essentials Series includes: Coverage, Claims &
Consequences; Staff Screening Tool Kit; Pillars of Accountability; No
Surprises; Ready in Defense; Enlightened Risk Taking & the Companion
Workbook; and Vital Signs.

Customer Information
Name
Title
Org

Address

$89.00
SUBTOTAL
Int’l Checks, please add $12.00
Shipping & Handling
TOTAL

Shipping & Handling
$1.50 for orders of $7.50 or less
$5.00 if subtotal is $7.51 - $25.00
$7.00 if subtotal is $25.01 - $50.00
$10.00 if subtotal is $50.01 - $75.00
$13.00 if subtotal is $75.01 - $100.00
Actual shipping cost will be billed for orders over $100.00,
Next Day UPS, or 2nd Day UPS.

Mail or fax this form with payment to:

City

State

Tel

(

)

FAX

(

)

Zip

E-mail

1130 Seventeenth Street, NW, Suite 210
Washington, DC 20036-4604

Method of Payment
  Check enclosed  P.O. # ____________________
Charge my:  Visa  MasterCard   AmEx
Card No.
Exp. Date
Signature
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Telephone: (202) 785-3891; FAX: (202) 296-0349

Order online at
www.nonprofitrisk.org

Call (202) 785-3891 to inquire about
quantity discounts.

10/18/2006, 10:26 AM

New Address!

1130 Seventeenth Street, NW, Suite 210
Washington, DC 20036-4604

Please route to:







Executive Director
Director of Volunteers
Risk Manager
Legal Counsel
Human Resources
Finance/Administration

Prepared for distribution to:
Big Brothers Big Sisters of America
Boy Scouts of America
California Association of Nonprofits
Child Welfare League of America
Council of Community Services of New York State, Inc.
Delaware Association of Nonprofit Agencies
Georgia Center for Nonprofits
Kansas Non Profit Association
Laubach Literacy
Maine Association of Nonprofits
Michigan League for Human Services
Michigan Nonprofit Association
Minnesota Council of Nonprofits
North Carolina Center for Nonprofits
Ohio 4-H Youth Development
Presbyterian Church USA
Pro Bono Partnership
United Way of Central Indiana
YMCA Services Corporation
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